A webinar on “Food Technology- A Tool for Sustainable Agriculture” was organized by Polytechnic in Food Science and Home Economics As a part of Platinum Jubilee Celebration of BACA

A webinar on “Food Technology- A tool for sustainable agriculture” was organized by Polytechnic in Food Science & Home Economics, AAU, Anand on 29th July, 2022 as a part of Platinum Jubilee of B.A. College of Agriculture & Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav, as per the guidance of Dr. Y. M. Shukla, Dean & Principal, BACA, AAU, Anand, Dr. Samit Datta, Dean, FPTBE and Dr. K.B. Kamaliya, Principal, Poly FSHE, AAU, Anand.

The webinar was initiated by prayer song followed by brief introductory remark given by Dr. G. R. Jadeja, Assistant Professor, Poly FSHE. She welcomed speaker Er. Rajiv Vasant Deokar, Pune and offered a flower bouquet.

Er. Rajiv Deokar delivered expertise lecture in the technical session of the webinar with full justification & explained about the environmental based food industry restoration & city to village based i.e. “Cillage Model” project which covers students grassroot level utilization for healthy & wealthy sustainable lively hood.

The webinar was attended by 72 polytechnic FSHE students and 8 faculty members. Entire programme was nicely coordinated by Dr. R.G. Parmar (Associate Professor, BACA), Dr. D.H. Patel (Assistant Professor, PFSHE) and Dr. G.R. Jadeja (Assistant Professor, PFSHE).

At the end Dr. G.R. Jadeja expressed vote of thanks. A momento was presented offered to Er. Deokar by Dr. D.H. Patel.